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S the jumps season begins to give way to the
flat season “proper”, it is topical to reflect on
what makes them both so special to their
followers. 

Both flat and jumps can boast history,
spectacle and pageantry, the eternal springing of hope that
sometimes even becomes realised, and the celebration of
towering equine and human achievements. 

But, for me at least, one of the chief appeals of flat racing
is the greater emphasis on breeding, with dynasties which
may be traced back many generations. 

Flat racing stars may seem ephemeral when they get
packed off to stud after just a season or two, but many of
those stars will crop up for years and decades to come in the

pedigrees of future winners and losers. We may not have
Frankel racing any longer, but we have his sons and
daughters and will soon have some of their sons and
daughters also. 

An understanding of pedigrees matters in jumps racing, but
it really matters in flat racing, and not just in an academic
sense. Owners, trainers, bloodstock agents, analysts, and
others, need to know what to expect from a horse’s breeding.
A lot of money can hang on it. 

One of my favourite puzzles at around this time of each
year is to try to figure out which first-season sires will have a
major impact and which will not. Again, this is not merely an
academic exercise. Any assessment of unraced and lightly
raced two-year-olds will benefit from an understanding of the
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How to assess them and what to expect

First-Season Sires 2019, Racecourse Achievements and Forecasts (F/C)
Sire Progeny Best Rate Best Trip Maturity F/C Rating F/C Dist
ANJAAL 147 114 7f 3yo 60.1 6.4f
BRAZEN BEAU 78 126 6f 4yo 70.1 5.7f
CABLE BAY 111 119 7f 4yo 62.1 6.4f
DUE DILLIGENCE 80 117 6f 3yo 64.1 5.7f
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH 71 111 5f 3yo 59.1 5.3f
FREE EAGLE 85 127 10f 4yo 68.6 7.8f
GLENEAGLES 110 125 8f 3yo 70.1 7.0f
GOLDEN HORN 99 133 11f 3yo 75.5 7.8f
GUTAIFAN 165 117 5f 2yo 67.7 5.4f
HOT STREAK 79 122 5f 2yo 72.8 5.3f
IVAWOOD 99 118 7f 3yo 65.8 6.3f
KINGSTON HILL 93 125 15f 3yo 63.5 7.8f
MAKE BELIEVE 88 127 8f 3yo 72.6 6.7f
MUHAARAR 106 134 6f 3yo 80.8 5.9f
NIGHT OF THUNDER 105 126 8f 3yo 71.1 7.0f
OUTSTRIP 107 116 8f 2yo 62.9 6.9f

Using highest Timeform performance rating. "Maturity" is age at which rating achieved
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subject. 
In particular, handicapping of such horses is likely to be

much assisted by a reasonable assessment of the likely merit
of a sire’s progeny, primarily in terms of ability, but also in
terms of stamina and precocity. 

Along the way I have developed a means of predicting the
average annual Timeform rating of a first-season sire’s
progeny based on what the sire himself did and when. It is a
bit rough and ready, but is clearly an improvement on acting
as if we have no expectations at all. 

It involves using a sire’s own best Timeform rating as a
racehorse, the average distance at which it achieved that best
form, and the age at which it peaked. 

There may be other considerations, but better racecourse
performers make for better sires, and those capable of
winning at shorter distances and earlier in their careers are
more likely to sire higher achievers among juveniles, all
other things being equal. 

Applying the formula retrospectively to the top freshman
sires of 2017 and 2018, according to figures provided by
Thoroughbred Stallion Guide, I correctly predicted the
average peak Timeform ratings of a sire’s offspring to within
plus or minus 3lb in 63% of the cases. 

There were just two major outliers: No Nay Never,
champion first-season sire in 2018, which the model under-
rated by several pounds; and Olympic Glory, a high achiever
on the racecourse but not as a sire so far, which it
overestimated by a similar amount. 

What has happened is all well and good, but I suspect we
can all agree that what may be about to happen is even more
interesting! 

To that end, I ran the numbers for first-season sires of 2019
with 70 or more progeny in Britain and Ireland according to
European Bloodstock News, the results of which feature in
our table.

The official first-season sire titles will be decided on
factors such as wins and prize- money, which will also be a
function of opportunity – such as the number of progeny that
reach the racecourse – and placement. Large crops (for
instance, those of Gutaifan and Anjaal) help in this regard,
even if ability ends up being diluted.  

For assessment purposes, my main concern is with average
ability shown as a two-year-old given the distance constraints
imposed on that
age-group. 

We can expect
a good
performance
from Muhaarar, a
Champion
Sprinter of some
precocity, and to
a lesser degree
from Golden
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Horn, a Derby and Arc winner, of course, even if a sire whose
offspring may not come into their own until tackling further. 

Hot Streak has speed and precocity on his side, if rather
less raw talent than the two aforementioned, while Free Eagle
scores high on ability but lower on precocity and distance. 

According to Horses In Training 2019, first-season sires
account for 15 inmates at Kingsley Park, with the possibility
of others joining them along the way. Here are pen portraits
of those sires, for those wishing to follow their fortunes, to be
viewed in conjunction with the table. 

• Brazen Beau, high-class Australian sprinter, also
runner-up in 2015 Diamond Jubilee Stakes
• Fountain Of Youth, 5f Group 3 winner in Ireland who
later ran in the UAE
• Free Eagle, Prince of Wales’s Stakes winner at four in
an eight-race career over three seasons
• Gleneagles, triple Group winner as 2-y-o and 2,000
Guineas/Irish 2,000 Guineas/St James’s Palace Stakes
winner at three
• Golden Horn, won only start at two (running
tremendous sectionals) and Derby/Eclipse/Irish
Champion/Arc as 3-y-o
• Make Believe, won both races at two and French 2,000
Guineas/Foret at three
• Night Of Thunder, won both races at two, 2,000
Guineas at three and Lockinge at four
• Supplicant, multiple winner at two, including Mill Reef
Stakes, and later a useful 6f handicapper

Taken overall, the Freshman Sire Class of 2019 promises
to be about average, with Muhaarar and Golden Horn the
likeliest exceptions, although the latter may have to wait until
his progeny is older to make a serious mark. 

Collectively, they are likely to outperform the First-Season
Sires of 2017 – among whom Camelot rated highest on 72.4
and Society Rock produced the most British/Irish winners
despite a 67.3 rating – but perhaps fall short of 2018, when
No Nay Never (78.9), Kingman (78.0) and Charm Spirit
(73.4) all made a splash.

The highest average peak Timeform ratings for two-year-
olds in Britain and Ireland from 2016 to 2018 inclusive come
from the more mature sires Scat Daddy (84.8), Frankel
(81.2), War Front (81.1) and Galileo (80.3).

But, of course,
races do not get
decided on paper
or on
spreadsheets, and
neither do
champion
stallions. The
racecourse test
will ultimately
reveal all.   
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